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	It has been said, what we know and what we believe is of little consequence. It is

	what we do that is important. When it comes to food safety, this point is certainly

	true.





	The main reason I decided to write this book is simple. It’s because I wish I

	could have known 20 years ago (when I started my career in food safety) what I

	know now. The concepts I will share with you in this book are not generally

	taught in food science curriculums. They are not something you generally hear

	about in food safety seminars or at food safety conferences. To my knowledge,

	there is not much documented in the food safety literature about this topic.





	The concepts you’ll read about in this book are simple. Many are age-old

	principles about human behavior. Others are more recent concepts developed

	through the study of human behavior, group dynamics, and organizational

	culture. Many of the ideas may be considered simple. They are so simple that

	they are powerful. In fact, one of the most common compliments I receive is

	that the ideas presented in this text are simple, but they are rarely assembled

	together in this manner and they are rarely used in the context of improved food

	safety performance.





	In the field of food safety today, there is much documented about specific

	microbes, time/temperature processes, post-process contamination, and

	HACCP – things often called the hard sciences. There is not much published

	or discussed related to human behavior and culture – often referred to as the

	‘‘soft stuff.’’





	However, if you look at foodborne disease trends over the past few decades,

	it’s clear to me that the soft stuff is still the hard stuff.We won’t make dramatic

	improvements in reducing the global burden of foodborne disease, especially in

	certain parts of the food system and world, until we get much better at influencing

	and changing human behavior (the soft stuff).
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OpenGL(R) Shading LanguageAddison Wesley, 2004
The OpenGL® Shading Language, a high-level procedural shading language for OpenGL®, is the most important new development in graphics programming to emerge in years. OpenGL is the leading cross-platform 3D-graphics API, and the OpenGL Shading Language allows developers to take total control over the most important stages of the...
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OpenCV Computer Vision with JavaPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create multiplatform computer vision desktop and web applications using the combination of OpenCV and Java


	About This Book

	
		Set up Java API for OpenCV to create popular Swing-based Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
	
		Process videos and images in real-time with closer to native...
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21 Leaders for The 21st CenturyMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	With a client list that includes Motorola, Daewoo, AT&T, and Volvo, Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner are considered today’s most knowledgeable, innovative management consultants. In 21 Leaders for the 21st Century, they tap into the wisdom of high-performing leaders from around the globe—from Michael Dell to...
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Software Project Estimation: Intelligent Forecasting, Project Control, and Client Relationship ManagementApress, 2019

	Have you been on projects where halfway down the road it seems increasingly

	unlikely that you will finish as desired, but you can’t put your finger on it and

	simply push through with a growing resentment? Have you been in meetings

	where scope discussions get increasingly difficult and depressing, ultimately

	sucking the...
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Internationalizing the Internet: The Co-evolution of Influence And Technology (New Horizons in the Economics of Innovation)Edward Elgar Publishing, 2005
This compelling book focuses on the global formation of the Internet system. It contests the common belief that the Internet’s adoption was inevitable and instead examines the social and economic processes that allowed to it to prevail over competing standards and methods for achieving a global information infrastructure.  The author...
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The Little Book of Bulletproof Investing: Do's and Don'ts to Protect Your Financial Life (Little Books. Big Profits)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Investing do's and don'ts from some of the most recognizable voices in personal finance


	It's been a tough year for investors. Many have seen their retirement accounts dwindle dramatically and are looking for a safe way to protect what they have and make back some of what they've lost. That's why the bestselling...
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